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the Red uakari in Manaus, Amazonas

There are three species of Uakaris and their range

the Amazon where important species of flora and

is extremely limited to the flooded forests near

fauna of the complex ecosystem of the Varzea are

Manaus, particularlyTefe. Field biologists believe

still abundant and easily observed. In the

this could be a special refuge from competition

Mamiraua sustainable development reserve,

with other species. The other school of thought is

located in the state of Amazonas, local communi-

that this species has only recently evolved and

ties are taught how to manage and monitor pop-

has not had sufficient time to disperse to more

ulations of primates, fish and endemic trees.

distant areas of the flooded forest. A special ecologica I reserve has been established to protect
these extraordinary animals, the Mamiraua
reserve. This is one of the most beautiful sites in
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The Red Uakari endangered species
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This is truly the FLYING MONKEY OF THE FLOOD-

separate tree species have been recorded in their

ED FOREST! The Uakaris use their stumpy tails to

foraging, often more than 5 kilometers a day.

brace & balance,and are frequently seen leaping

They are the most active primate for their weight

60 feet across a gap from on tree to another.

in the world. We will film families of twenty to

They are formidable seed predators with power-

thirty individuals as they awaken & begin to for-

ful teeth, and consume large quantities of seeds

age and "fly". They also can swim, though always

and immature fruits. More than one hundred

reluctantly.

Blacks ider Monk

Macaco Aranha

ecies

The spider monkeys live in bands in large rainfor-

Their limbs are extremely long & their prehensi-

est trees only in undisturbed forests. They are

ble tail is even longer that its entire body.

extremely agile and mobile and can quickly vanish once they sight a disturbance. They can be
aggressive with strangers, unless raised from
infants in one of the "eco-lodges" around

Hunting pressure and deforestation are tow of
the main reasons why this extraordinary primate
is on the endangered species list.

Manaus.
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The "curare" Liana
Curare is the stuff of legends; the powerful poisonous white resin produced from a liana when
slashed with a machete. Indigenous Indians

dip their hunting darts into it and then notch
the arrow with piranha jaws. This way when it
strikes a tree-dwelling monkey and the primate
quickly swats it away, the poisonous tip
remains inside,causing the animal to soon
drop out of the tree.
Other lianas, like the sipoa-do-aqua, yield litres
of evian pure water when struck. Older specimens can support the weight of an adult male,
made famous by Tarzan swinging through the

Brazilian Tropical Hardwoods

trees on them. When they finally reach full sun

they flower, often spectacularly. Numerous
tropical hardwoods from the Amazon such as
mahogany, brazilwood and rosewood are now
tagged and monitored by IBAMA. They have
tremendous economic value but can take well
over a hundred years to reach their extraordinary size and girth.
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Tlle Endangered Wooly Monkeys (Macaco Barricudo)
Due to regional hunting pressure and deforesta-

papayas, and other tropical fruits. The woolys

tion, bands ofwoolys are now only encountered

possess very strong bodies and powerful grip-

in virgin rainforest, miles away from any human

ping prehensile tails to anchor them into the

settlement. The exceptions are those individuals

trees while they feed. Many of the indigenous

introduced as infants and raised inside one of the

Indians in Brazil will bring a baby wooly monkey

Amazon's eco-parks. One such park, the Amazon

to their children as a gift and they become

Eco-Park, does an excellent job of rearing various

inquisitive pets. They move about on the ground

species of endangered primates. They roam the

quite comically using only their hind legs and

surrounding jungles freely yet a feeding "plat-

balancing with their tails.

form " is provided where twice weekly their natural diet is bolstered by the addition of bananas,
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Randall
Quirk
with Boat
Captain
Pedro Lopes
in Rio
Branco, Acre
undera
towering
Brazil Nut
Tree

Brazil Nut Tree Bertholletia exc.elsa
This massive rain forest denizen has tremendous

is against the law to cut down the "castanha-do-

economic value and is second only to rubber as

para", as it is called in Brazil. They grow in dense

an extractive national product The nuts contain

natural formations called •castanhais". Brazil nut

selenium, a natural anti-depressant and the oil

extraction is one of the main sources of substi-

has a multitude of uses. Several hundred tons are

nence for the Amazonian population. Falling nuts

exported annually, and a single tree will produce

have occasionally killed people.

several hundred kilos of nuts in a single year. It
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Rubber Tree Hevea brasiliensis
No mention of the Amazon would be complete

Some species when mature actually explode their

without mentioning the very thing that put

pods, scattering the seeds several metres from the

Manaus on the map. The rubber trees occur in

parent trees. The tambaqui, a voracious varzea

huge natural stands called "seringas". They yield

seed predator often waits for the splash to then

copius amounts of latex from incisions made in

crush the seed case with its horse-like molars.

their trunk and collected twice daily. It is then

This fish weighing up to thirty kilos, is the princi-

heated over a fire and turned into huge rubber

pal dispersal agent of the rubber tree.

balls for the market The largest producers are
found in the states of Acre, Amazon, and Para.
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Naturalist and Narrator
Randall Quirk speaking

about epiphytes along a
tributary of the Rio
Negro, Amazonas

cattleva violacea Orchid
Massive burning of forests in the state of

The tributaries of the Amazon such as the ones

Rondonia and over-collecting have severely

emanating from the Rio Negro are a rich source

diminished this "signature" orchid of the flooded

of epiphytes, including rare bromeliads, bucket

forest. It is now being reproduced by tissue cul-

orchids, and stanhopeas, crucial in the symbiotic

tures in Manaus and other orchid nurseries

relationship with brazil nut trees.

worldwide.
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Outfitting a
"Boto", the
Freshwater Pink
Dolphin with a
Radio-Tracking
Device

••
••
•
Pirarucu (Arapaima gigas)
The Pirarucu is the largest Amazonian fish, reach-

and commercialization of the species in the state

ing 9 feet in length and weighing over 400

of Amazonas since 1996.

pounds! Unfortunately, due to predatory and
uncontrolled fishing its' numbers have drastically
been reduced. They are an important source of
income for local ribereinos (river dwellers) and a
part of their culture. Depleted stocks in
Mamiraua Reserve are responding positively to
managed exploration. The number of fish over
one metre long increased from 2.500 in 1999 to

7.000 in 2001 . Pirarucu are unique because they
breath atmospheric air, making them easy to

The Mamiraua Reserve near Tefe, Amazonas has
done the first radio tracking of freshwater dolphins and the first study of the threatened black
caiman in the wild. New species of electric fish
have been discovered here, as it is one of the
most studied stretches of varzea forest in the
world. This operation is funded in part by the
Department of International Development
(United Kingdom).

locate. lbama-Amazonas has banned the catch
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Mato Grosso in the Pant.anal
I have located several nesting sites in old mandu-

There were over 10,000 hyacinths flying wild in

vi trees where mated pairs of hyacinth macaws

Mato Grosso twenty years ago. However, illegal

rear their young. We will film them visiting their

capturing for the international pet trade and

chicks with food and witness the extraordinary

smuggling has reduced their population to a few

sizes and color of this largest macaw in the world.

thousand individuals. We will stay at Fazenda

They feed almost exclusively on the akuri palms

Tera Santa near the Transpantaneira highway in

which grow in concentrated stands in various

the Pantanal. At the end of this remote road

pockets along the Pantanal. Filming them in

directly on the banks of the Cuiaba river near a

flight with their roaring screeches and shimmer-

large stand of akuri palms exists the largest

ing cobalt blue plumage is a naturalists' dream.

group of hyacinth macaws to still be found in the

wild.

Pied Bare-Face Tamarin
A nature reserve located in the outskirts of

characteristics are the claw-like fingers and short-

Manaus is called Mindu Park. It is the only habitat

ened thumb; but with its' jet black head, white

of the Pied Bare-Face tamarin, a critically endan-

chest and brown body it almost looks like it has

gered species, as most of its habitat has been cut

been assembled. Their tails are extremely long

down to build the sprawling city of Manaus. We

though not prehensile and balance them in their

will film these remarkable creatures foraging and

acrobatic leaps.

leaping from tree to tree in their never-ending
search for fruit, insects, and tree gums. Unusual
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Adult Jabiru stork crunching the
bones of a Golden Piranha, a
mainstay of its' Diet

The Giant abiru storks

the Pantanal

This bird stands almost two metres tall with a

piranha, and catfish to satisfy the voracious

wingspan of three metres as an adult. The

appetities of their chicks. Helder Freitas is a

lifelong pairs build enormous nests weighing

professional Pantanal guide and world-class

several hundred pounds to raise their chicks.

ornithologist who will locate many endangered

Called "tuiuiu" in Portuguese, the Jabiru has

species for the camera crew to document.

become an icon and is a symbol of the Pantanal.
They can often be seen capturing baby caiman,
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Endemic to

the Pantanal

"Bulls-Hom" orchid

(~podium Species)
This Brazilian species stores its'
water supply in giant fleshy
pseudobulbs, and is often found
growing in the crown ofthe palm
trees in almost full sun. It produces a striking branched inflorescence with a hinged labellum and
is pollinated by bees.

Vriesia lmperialis Bromeliad
(from Rio de Janeire state) Brazil
The imperialis bromeliad is one of the most sought-after
bromeliads in the world. It can grow for ten years or
more before flowering and is found growing on steep
rocky cliffs. This plant has been cloned and is now being
grown by the thousands in tissue culture.
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Adult Jabiru stork crunching the
bones of a Golden Piranha, a
mainstay of its' Diet

The Giant abiru stories

the Pantanal

This bird stands almost two metres tall with a

piranha, and catfish to satisfy the voracious

wingspan of three metres as an adult. The

appetities of their chicks. Helder Freitas is a

lifelong pairs build enormous nests weighing

professional Pantanal guide and world-class

several hundred pounds to raise their chicks.

ornithologist who will locate many endangered

Called "tuiuiuwin Portuguese, the Jabiru has

species for the camera crew to document.

become an icon and is a symbol of the Pantanal.
They can often be seen capturing baby caiman,
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Golden Lion Tamarin
This shocking red Tamarin has become an icon in
Brazil and symbolizes environmental awareness. It
is featured on their currency (the 20 real bill) and

everyone in the country is familiar with its rarity,
including the children who live and work in the
favelas. The Golden Lion Tamarin lives in the small
social groups of 8 to 20 individuals in the vanishing
remnants of the Atlantic coastal Rain Forests
outside of Rio de Janeiro. Only a few percent of this
unique eco system, called

Mata Atlantica in

Portuguese, still remain and a great deal of it is
privately owned.
We will visit Boa Esperanca Ranch, which is owned
by environmentalist Jill Menzel, about two hours
outside Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. A large portion of this
"fazenda" is blanketed by Atlantic Coastal
Rainforest and supports an ongoing breeding
population of Golden Lion Tamarins. The amount
of hands on research and documentation that
takes place here to continue to bring the species
back from near extinction is extraordinary. We will
film and document the following:

•

"Tracking" the Golden Lion Tamarins in the
field with electronic sensors, which locate a
female member, outfitted with a radiotransmitter collar!

•

A feeding platform has been installed where
twice weekly their natural diet is
supplemented with bananas and papaya
allowing surveys, species counts and various
lifestyle observations to take place.

•

Capturing newborn individuals with traps, only
to return to the jungle laboratory to
anesthetize them . They are then customtattooed on their inner thigh indicating exactly
wh ich ranch they were born and numbered.
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Andrea (20 years experience tracking and studying Golden Lion Tamarins) And Dennis Salvagio
(wildlife photographer whose photos are contained in this treatment)

•

A full time geneticist is assigned to this project
working out of the Washington Zoo, as well as
many field technicians and trackers who have
monitored daily these Tamarins for over
twenty years. I will interview on camera these
researchers and discover interesting data on
Tamarin deaths due to coral snakes, breeding
cycles and unique social behaviors of the
Golden Lion Tamarin

•

Numerous babies born in zoos are flown back
into their original habitat and re-introduced
into the wild to join pre-existing families here
at Boa Esperanca
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IN 2001, BRAZIL CELEBRATED THE BIRTH OF THE 1,0CX>"' GOLDEN LION TAMARIN IN
NATURE, A WORLD LANDMARK IN NATURE CONSERVATION. THE GOLDEN LION
TAMARIN, HOWMR, IS STILL ENDANGERED AND NEEDS LARGER PORTIONS OF
ATLANTIC FOREST TO REPRODUCE AND SURVIVE. TO INCREASE THE FOREST
COVERAGE, THE FOREST CORRIDORS PROJECT WAS ESTABLISHED, IN PARTNERSHIP
WfTl-i INSTlTUTIONS AND PRIVATE LAND OWNERS.

-

l

THE GOLDEN LION TAMARIN ASSOCIATION. WWF-BRAZIL PROBIO/MINISTRY OF
ENVIRONMENT AND MRS. GILM£NIA MENZEL OWNER OF BOA ESPERAN~
RANCH , CELEBRATING THE SUCCESSFUL GOLDEN LION TAMARIN CAMPAIGN, THE
BEGINNING OF THE FOREST CORRIDORS PROJECT, AND THE PARTNER'S
ENGAGEMENT. HAVE THE HONOR OF INVITING YOU FOR THE EVENT

Forest Corridors:
24 May 2003 - Boa Esporanc;a R a nch
L.~ ll a....:.:-a u d ~ct: ... ~ ,, .... - • «~ h . k••• J-1 - ..::, 1ivo J~, ..... 1, n/kJ

Program:

14h00
14h40

15h10
16h00

Guests Reception
Snacks
Opening / Project Presentation
Denise Rambald i - Golden Lion Tamarin Association
Rosa Lemos de Sa - WWF-Brazil
Daniela Oliveira - PROBIO/Ministry of Environment
Gilmen ia Menzel - Boa Esperan<;a Ranch
Aracruz S/A representative
Visit to forest corridors
Lunch

Partneni:

Support:

RSVP : (22) 2778-2025 • Rosan Fernande, ·AMLD (rosan@mlcoleao.org.br)

The Forest Corridors Project was established to

in 2001, truly a world landmark in saving our

plant biological corridors of trees and palms to

species thru proper management. This is the

connect the fragments of rain forests where the

ranch where the film crew will shoot all of the

Golden Lion Tamarin Lives. Brazil celebrated t he

footage of this endangered tamarin.

birth of the 1000th Golden Lion Tama ri n in nature
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Brazilian actor and environmentalist V"ICtor Faizano and Randall Quirk
at the Rare Bird Ranch in Barra Ti"uca, Rio de aneiro, Brazil.
The extraordinary private Zoo and Rare bird

Harpy Eagles, Mountain Toucans, Hyacinth and

breeding center of well known actor Victor

Scarlet Macaws, Jacutingas (piping guans) Cat

Faizano is truly the cutting edge in saving our

Owls and trumpeters are all here and breeding

endangered species. The ranch is called Fazenda

surrounded by luxurious vegetation and the

Kikira named after his grandmother who instilled

Tijuca Mountains. We will Film and document

a profound love of nature in him when he was a

from start to finish the breeding and re-introduc-

child. Little did she know he would go on to

tion programs of some of the rarest birds in the

become one of Brazils leading environmentalists

world. This will include the incubation center for

pioneering breeding and re-introduction pro-

eggs that are removed from the parents.

grams of rare and critically endangered species.
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Black-Fronted Piping Guan (Pipile jacutinga)
The Jacutinga is in the same family as the

It is now the largest Jacutinga breeding and re-

Currasows. It's dangling red wattle and white

introduction program in the world. Numerous

crest and eye patch help identify it to other mem-

piping guans are sent to zoos in Europe and re-

bers as it forages for seeds and insects on the for-

introduced into the Atlantic Rain Forest remnants

est floor. Their captive breeding programs was

still remaining.

begun by Victor 20 years ago in Belo Horizonte.
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The Burruwin cat OWi
This rare owl finds a rotting tree trunk
or an existing burrow in the ground to
lat its' eggs and rear its' young. If a person or animal gets too close to the
baby owls, the adult begins to meow
like a cat and flare out its wings, acting

as a decoy. They will even fly down to
the ground and act as though their

wing is broken to draw a potential
predator away from the nest! Last year
their babies were successfully reared
by their parents on Victors ranch.

Cat Owl chicks in a ground burrow
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The Critically Endangered

The Trumpeters are members of the crane
family. They puff up their chest almost
doubling in size and release a loud boom
to communicate with each other in the
dense rainforest. They are so rare that a
suitable mate has not yet been found.
Many indigenous tribes will keep a trumpeter as a pet for the children as they can
become quite tame. There is also a yellow-backed trumpeter, which is thought to
be sub-species.
The trumpeter has become quite tame and enjoys being petted. An extensive search is now being
conducted to find her a suitable mate. Very little is known about its breeding habits.
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This rainforest eagle needs vast areas of

These eggs represent the future generation of

untouched virgin rainforest to hunt sufficiently

what is now the largest and rarest eagle in the

for monkeys and sloths, their principal diet.

world. After hatching and reaching adulthood,

Massive de-forestation has seen their numbers

they will be genetically paired with other captive

decline severely.

Harpy's. Their offspring will be the first Harpy

This extraordinary breeding pair produces two
eggs annually. One egg is always removed and
hatched in an incubator. This prevents one chick
from being killed by its sibling, which is usually
the case in nature. They are feed every other day
or even less, mimicking the natural scarcity of

Eagle ever re-introduced in the wild! Being
extremely skilled flyers, they can actually fly
upside down using their powerful crushing
talons to extract a monkey hiding beneath a limb.
A wild breeding pair has also recently been located in the Pantanal.

wild game.
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